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October Project 
Thanksgiving Food Collection Box 

  
  

The project will consist of decorating a box that will be placed inside each classroom for the 
collection of canned goods for the fall community service project benefitting Society of Saint 

Stephens. 
  

Goal:  To get the class to work together to come up with a theme and ideas on how to decorate 
your class box.  Complete the project in class and show students how they can work together on 

a project. 
  

Example: Box decorated as a turkey.  Divide class into groups and have each group work on a 
body part.  One group can paint and assemble the head, another, the body, another, the wings, 

another, the legs and the last group can create a poster with a slogan.  “Flocking together to Feed 
our Friends in Need” 

  
Supplies: The boxes will be supplied for the project. Any art supplies that in the art masterpiece 

cabinets on the bottom can be used as well as the butcher paper that is in the work area in the 
back half of the teachers lounge. 

  
Theme ideas: could be... 

Helping hands working together... Have the class put their handprints 
around the box with various pictures of people helping one another. 

A Thanksgiving theme ...where each child puts something he or she is 
thankful for on the box. 

A fall theme... with leaves and fall items around the box. 
A school spirit ...theme with Foster bulldogs on the box. 

Have fun with the kids on this and let them "own" the project! 
  

  Boxes should be displayed inside the classroom due to fire hazard in hallways. 
  

This project will help the students feel more involved in the giving process and help them 
appreciate the difference they are making in the lives of people who are less fortunate in our 

community. 
  

Boxes have been placed in the supply area..one per classroom. 
  

For examples, please click on the photo gallery tab above!  
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November Project 
Frescos - Michelangelo and the Sistine Chapel 

QUESTIONS: 

1. What do you think this is? (a painting) 
2. Where do you think this is painted? (in the Sistine chapel, in the Vatican in Rome, on the 

ceiling.  Flip up text on artwork poster to reveal the Sistine chapel picture.) 
3. When art is painted on the walls using plaster what is it called? (a fresco) 
4. How big do you think the ceiling is? (131 feet long x 43 feet wide!) 
5. How do you think the artist painted this since it's on the ceiling? (Michelangelo conceived 

and had constructed a unique scaffolding system. It was sturdy enough to hold workers and 
materials, but began high up the walls of the chapel in order that Mass might still be 
celebrated below.  The scaffolding curved at its top, mimicking the curvature of the ceiling's 
vault. Michelangelo often had to bend backwards or lay down and paint over his head. (an 
awkward position which must've made his neck and back ache, his arms burn painfully and 
according to him, permanently affected up his vision) 

6. How long do you think it took to complete this? (a little bit over 4 years; from July 1508 to 
October 1512) 

HISTORY: 

    Pope Julius II (also known as Giulio II and "Il papa terribile"), requested that Michelangelo 
paint the chapel ceiling. Julius was determined that Rome should be rebuilt to its former glory, and 
had embarked on a vigorous campaign to get the job done. That such splendor would add luster to 
the name of Julius II and serve to supersede anything that Pope Alexander VI (a Borgia, and Julius' 
rival) had accomplished, were not unimportant considerations. 

    The main panels down the center depict scenes from the Book of Genesis, from the Creation, to 
the Fall, to shortly after Noah's deluge. Adjacent to each of these scenes, on either side, are 
immense portraits of prophets and sibyls who foretold the coming of the Messiah. Along the 
bottoms of these run spandrels and lunettes containing the ancestors of Jesus and stories of tragedy 
in ancient Israel. Scattered throughout are smaller figures, cherubs and ignudi (nudes). All told 
there are more than 300 painted figures on the ceiling. By the way, have you noticed the wealth of 
architectural members and moldings which dissect the ceiling? Most of those are actually two-
dimensional, skillfully painted in by Michelangelo to demarcate separate compositions. 

  

http://arthistory.about.com/cs/namesmm/a/michelangelo.htm
http://arthistory.about.com/od/glossary/g/i_ignudi.htm
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ART 

Materials: 
 
Plaster of Paris Straws  Paint Brushes  Yarn 
Small Foam Plates Watercolors Water Cups 

DO AT HOME PRIOR TO LESSON:                       

1. Follow the package directions to make Plaster of Paris. 
2. Fill a foam plate for each student with Plaster of Paris. 
3. Near the top of the plate, insert a 1-inch piece of straw. Gently press it in to the foam, but do 

not puncture the plate. As the plaster sets, this will create a hole in the plaster for hanging. 
4. Let the plaster set until it is dry. 
5. Remove the straws from the dried plaster. 
Cleanup: If you have leftover Plaster of Paris in your mixing bowl, let it harden. Then, break apart the plaster pieces and discard 
them in the trash. DO NOT discard plaster down the drain. 

AT SCHOOL: 

6. Distribute a plate of dried plaster to each student along with paint, water, and paintbrushes. 
7. Have each student paint the Plaster of Paris. Encourage them to be creative with their 

paintings.  Be sure and tell them to put a lot of paint on the plaster as it will lighten when it 
dries. Remind them that the hole in the plaster is the top of the painting. 

8. When students are done painting, set the frescoes aside to dry. 
9. When the frescoes are dry, remove the foam surrounding each painting and string a piece of 

yarn through the top hole to hang.  
10. If students finish quickly, they can carefully flip over their plaster circle and paint on the 

back side.  (plaster is breakable so stress them to be careful!!!)  
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December Project 
"THE GREAT WAVE" - HAIKU 

 by Katsushiku Hoksai 
English translation of haiku by Matsuo Basho 

Today we are going to talk about a special type of Japanese poetry called Haiku.   

Haiku is a form of poetry that developed in Japan from about 400 years ago. The style reached 
its peak from1603-1868, when a poet named Matsuo Basho wrote distinctive verses on his 
journeys around the country describing the seasons and the scenery of the places he visited.  
Let’s take a look at our examples and discuss the artwork. 
 
QUESTIONS: 

1. What do all these pictures have in common? (nature element in all, writing on all pictures) 
2. What do you think poetry is? (rhyming words, feelings, expressive writings)   
3. In the Haiku's you can read, what is the syllable counts in line one? (3, 1, 5)  
4. What is the syllable count in line two? (5, 7) 
5. What is the syllable count in line three? (3,5) 
6. Do all the poems follow the same syllable structure? (no, most are either 3,5,3 or 5,7,5) The 

Swan was done by an American writer and does not always conform to the Japanese rules) 
7. How do the different Haiku's make your feel? (any answers) 

SUMMARY: 

Poetry is a kind of writing, usually in verse. Poetry verse is set out in short lines with words put 
together in rhythm or rhyme or both. Poetry is about a writer sharing with the reader an experience 
or strong feelings. Poems are written with words chosen for their sounds and beauty as well as 
their meaning.   

A haiku is special type of poetry; a short verse of 17 syllables, divided into units of five, seven, 
and five syllables. Haiku use simple expressions in ways that allow deeply felt emotions and a 
sense of discovery to be readily conveyed to the reader. As a rule, a haiku must have a word that 
is identified with a particular season. 
  
The popularity of haiku has spread beyond Japan to Europe, North America, Africa, and China. 
Haiku composition is especially popular in the United States.  
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Japanese Haiku's follow the following structure:  
  

• Have 3 lines.  In classical structure the first line has 5 syllables, the second has 7 
syllables, the last has 5 again.  

• Refer to nature  
• Use ordinary things to talk about significant issues like finding happiness in the beauty of 

nature, falling in love, being left alone, not having friends, etc.  
• Can be happy, sad, humorous, frightening, etc.  

 
Examples: 
  
English translation of a haiku by Matsuo Basho in reference to Katsushiku Hoksai's Great Wave: 
  

WINTER SEAS ARE WILD  
STRETCH OVER SADO ISLAND 
SILENT CLOUDS OF STARS 

 
TREES WITHOUT THEIR LEAVES 
SHIVER AS THE NORTH WIND BLOWS 
WHITE DUST FALLS SOFTLY 

  
ART: 
 
Have student write a haiku poem by picking one of the four seasons. Check it for nature 
references and correct form. Have student neatly write the poem to the side on white 
paper.  Students will create a tree and add details to the landscape based on the season they 
chose.  
Mount on large black paper to make a border around the painting.  
  
  
Materials: 
 
            Watercolor Paper                                            Watercolors 
            Straws                                                              Paint brushes and water cups 
            Tape                                                                Glue  
            Markers                                                                                    
            Tissue paper; green, orange, red, yellow, pink, white 
                                                             
Procedures: 
 
First, tape down your paper so both hands are available to work.  Put just several drops of water 
in black or brown paint.  Add some clear water to the paper about 1-2” long to make the base of 
the tree.  Now add a couple of drops of paint along tree base. Use your straw to blow paint drops 
outward from the center to create branches. The line helps start and direct the flow.  It's 
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important not to blow too hard! Just blow slowly and "push" the paint along. The straw should be 
held at a low angle, back an inch or two from the flowing paint. If you like, add more paint and 
or water at the base and repeat.  Students may add details to their drawings so they match the 
season their Haiku was written for.  Tissue paper can be added to the trees to create leaves and/or 
blossoms.  
  

See samples below: 
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Haiku 

 

The Great Wave by Katsushiku Hoksai 

INTRODUCTION 

A haiku is a short verse of 17 syllables, divided into units of five, seven, and five syllables. 
Haiku use simple expressions in ways that allow deeply felt emotions and a sense of discovery to 
be readily conveyed to the reader. As a rule, a haiku must have a word that is identified with a 
particular season. 

HISTORY 

Haiku is a form of poetry that developed in Japan from about 400 years ago. The style reached a 
peak in the first half of the Edo period (1603-1868), when a poet named Matsuo Basho wrote 
distinctive verses on his journeys around the country describing the seasons and the scenery of 
the places he visited. 

In the ensuing Meiji period (1868-1912) haiku developed as a uniquely Japanese form of poetry 
thanks to the efforts of another poet, Masaoka Shiki. It was Shiki who promoted a new form of 
haiku that emphasized realistic portrayals of nature and human life.  The popularity of haiku has 
spread beyond Japan to Europe, North America, Africa, and China. Haiku composition is 
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especially popular in the United States. The following is an English translation of a haiku by 
Matsuo Basho in reference to Katsushiku Hoksai's Great Wave: 

WINTER SEAS ARE WILD  
STRETCH OVER SADO ISLAND 
SILENT CLOUDS OF STARS 

ANALYSIS 

The Japanese haiku and the English language haiku have several critical differences. In Japanese 
the haiku is composed of 17 sound units divided into three parts - one with 5 units, one with 7 
units and another with 5 units. Since sound units are much shorter than English syllables, it has 
been found that following the Japanese example results in a much longer poem often filled up to 
make the count with unnecessary words. The Japanese write their haiku in one line, in order to 
see clearly the parts of the haiku. In English each part is given a line. This allows the reader time 
to form an image in the mind before the eyes go back to the left margin for more words. The line 
breaks also act as a type of punctuation. The kigo, or season word, is a vital part of the Japanese 
haiku, but in English it is often ignored and not well understood. Therefore, a great number of 
English haiku do not have a season word and yet are considered to be haiku. The Japanese, 
because of their longer history of reading haiku, understand that there are two parts to the poem. 
In English these are called the phrase and fragment. One line is the fragment and the other two 
lines combine grammatically to become the phrase. Without this combining the two lines 
together the haiku will sound ‘choppy’ as the voice drops at the end of each line. 
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January Project 
"Eiffel Tower" 

QUESTIONS: 
1. Look at the photo here - Is this a building, a sculpture or what is it? (yes - a building, people 

can go inside it, yes - it is a 3D sculpture, and it is a monument ) 
2. Can anyone remember what a monument is? (a structure that represents something or 

someone; a symbol of something) 
3. What is a symbol? (a sign that stands for something else; bald eagle - America) 
4. Do you know where this monument is? (Paris, France) 
5. Does anyone know why it was created, what it is a "symbol" of? (* In 1889 France 

celebrated her 100th year anniversary of the French Revolution - when it got rid of its King 
and Queen - by holding an International Exhibition in Paris. The Eiffel Tower was 
constructed to show Frances many advances in engineering and technology. It has become a 
symbol of the Industrial Revolution. That was the time when man built machines to take over 
the work of men and animals.) 

6. Can you think of any other monuments that are "symbols"? Pyramids - symbol of an ancient 
civilization 

• Statue of Liberty - symbol of the American Ideal - "freedom for all" Gateway Arch - 
St. Louis - symbol of the door to the West  

• Golden Arches - McDonald's symbol of fast food  
• Foster Elementary - symbol of education in Kingwood 

7. How tall do you think this building is? (984' - 3 football fields) 
8. What do you think it’s made of? (steel) 
9. How would you describe this building to someone who had never seen it?(very tall, wide at 

the base, narrow at the top - it has 3 sections divided by 2 floors) 
10. There is a connection between the Eiffel Tower and the Statue of Liberty - Does anyone 

know what it might be? (Alexander Gustave Eiffel was a French engineer was commissioned 
to design the inner structure of the Statue of Liberty. 

11. Something else was invented at this time and used in the Eiffel Tower. Can you guess what it 
was? (elevator) 

 
SUMMARY:  

The Eiffel Tower was built in 1888-1889 by Alexander Gustavo Eiffel. He was bom in Dijon, 
France on December 15, 1832. From his studies in engineering he developed a life-long interest in 
bridge design. He was one of the first to discover the advantages of steel as a building material. 
In 1885, he designed the inner structure of the Statue of Liberty which was a gift to the U.S. from 
the French Government recognizing 100 years of American Independence. Eiffel's Tower was a 
great success during the exhibition. 100,000 people visited the tower each day. Not only were 
people in awe of the tallest building ever constructed, but they were able to experience the sensation 
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of seeing Paris from almost 1,000' above the ground. You have to remember that this was the first 
time people had the chance of being able to go so high off the ground. 

ART: 

Materials: 

black construction paper  
toothpicks  
glue  

Procedure: 

1. Explain to the children that they are going to construct a building or structure with their 
toothpicks. 

2. Show examples to the children as to how to make columns, arches, doorways, and remind 
them about making triangles, squares, rectangles and various shapes with toothpicks - whole 
or half. 

3. Talk about the base of their structure and that it needs to be strong and able to support the 
entire building. 

4. Allow the children to create anything that they like. 
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February Project 
“Starry Night”   

by Vincent VanGogh 

QUESTIONS: 

1. What is this a picture of? (any answer) 
2. What medium do you think is used? (oil) 
3. Which elements of art are used? (color, line, texture, pattern) 
4. Can you see the wind? (no, you get an impression of the wind though the swirls) 
5. How does looking at this picture make you feel? (accept any answer) 
6. Do you like it, why or why not? (accept any reasonable answers) 

HISTORY: 

The artist, Vincent Van Gogh, was a Dutch impressionist painter born in Holland in 1853.  He 
lead a very sad and lonely life.  During his life, he sold only one of his paintings.  After his 
death, his entire body of artwork became sought after and influenced all other artists who came 
after him.   Starry Night is one of the most well known images in modern culture as well as being 
one of the most replicated and sought after prints.  From Don McLean's song "Starry, Starry 
Night" (based on the Van Gogh painting), to the endless number of merchandise products 
sporting the image, it is nearly impossible to shy away from this amazing painting.  Van Gogh 
painted "Starry Night" while in the Asylum at Saint Remy in 1889, just one year before his 
death.  

ART: 

Materials: 

white paper cut to 6" x 9" size   shaving cream 
black paper cut to 6" x 9" size   liquid water colors 
scissors      aluminum foil 
glue      paper towels 
sticks for making swirls   yellow markers 
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Procedure: 

1. Place a piece of aluminum foil in front of each student; approx. 10" x 12" & 1 - 2 pieces of 
paper towels. 

2. Squirt 1-2 TBS of shaving cream onto the center of the foil. 
3. Have students smooth out shaving cream with stick or fingers to form thin rectangle of cream 

about 6"x9".  Clean stick/fingers with paper towel.  
4. Then go to each student and drop 3-4 drops of liquid water color/food color on the smoothed 

out shaving cream. Use 2 or 3 different colors; ex blue, green & purple are good sky colors.(1 
drop of each color is plenty) 

5. Next, students use their stick to make swirls in the shaving cream, don't overwork or colors 
will all blend and become muddy.  Wipe off stick with paper towels. 

6. Lay white paper on top of swirl design. Press slightly and gently peep up paper. 
7. Use the side of your stick to scrape off excess shaving cream from your paper. Throw away 

stick, paper towels and foil. 
8. Now, have the students create a black silhouette of a landscape out of the black paper.  Glue 

landscape across bottom and if time allows; add yellow dots with markers for stars. 
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Click HERE to goto video link of work by Van Gogh 
to show to class! 

  

https://youtu.be/dipFMJckZOM
https://youtu.be/dipFMJckZOM
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March Project 
“Retrato de Ignacio Sanchez” by Diego Rivera - Poster Print 

“A Girl With A Watering Can” by Pierre Auguste Renoir 

QUESTIONS: 

Note - First use the poster print and then put it aside and show the other picture, AE101. You 
will use the same questions below for both pictures. 

1. What is this a painting of? (little person, boy/girl) 
2. What do you call a painting with only one person in it? Does anyone know? (portrait) 
3. Where has the artist used line in this picture? (divides the background, both horizontal and 

vertical line - the pants/skirt has vertical lines, horizontal lines in the hat and with folded 
arms) 

4. Which country do you think this little boy/girl comes from? Can you tell? Look at his/her 
clothes -overalls, hat. (Mexico)/(France) 

5. Is he rich or poor? (poor, no shoes)/ (rich, very nice clothes) 
6. Does he/she look happy or sad? (no expression)/ (happy and careless) 

COMPARE/CONTRAST: 

1. What is the same in each picture? (portraits) 
2. What is different? (lines in one picture are straight and in the other they are curvy, boy vs girl 

but both pictures of children) 
3. Do the children come from the same country? (no) 
4. Is one rich and one poor? (yes) 
5. What’s different about the background? (plain, stark versus floral, busy) 
6. Compare the clothes? (simple, fancy) 

SUMMARY: 

These pictures were painted in two different countries. Rivera was from Mexico. He painted this 
picture to represent what all Mexican children looked like to him - strong but poor. Renoir was 
French and very famous. He loved life, people and his work shows happiness, charm and grace! 
He did this with the use of color. 
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ART: 

Materials:  

white paper, pencil, colored pencils, mirrors 

Procedure: 

1. Discuss face shapes and write them on the board 
2. Discuss facial proportions.  Use the technique demonstration sheet to walk students through 

the basics of drawing a face. The Drawing Technique paper is provided with the art supplies 
in the cabinet. 

3. Discuss color of hair, eyes and skin. 
4. Pass out mirrors and let the children first sketch themselves as they see themselves; 

then, allow them to add color. 
5. Discuss backgrounds.  Allow children to create a background that best represents them.  
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